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1. Introduction

The problem of individual variation has long plagued the field of language acquisition (e.g., Bloom, 1970; Nelson, 1981). This has been especially true in the area of phonology (e.g., Stoel-Gammon, 1985; Vihman, 1993; Vihman & Greenlee, 1987). Individual preferences for certain consonants begin at the babbling stage of development and persist into the formation of children’s first words (Vihman, Macken, Miller, Simmons & Miller, 1985). Other individual differences emerge later, with variation reported in patterns of syllable structure (e.g., Barlow, 1997; Ingram, 1978; Rose, 2000), word structure (e.g., Fikkert, 1994) and filler syllables (e.g., Peters & Menn, 1993).

This high level of individual variation in children’s early phonologies led Fergusson and Farewell (1975) to propose that each child had an individual ‘learning style’. This suggests that learning language is a random process, with few constraints on the learning paths a child might take. Rule-based approaches to the acquisition of phonology (e.g. Smith, 1973), where many unmotivated phonological rules were invoked to capture a child’s developing phonological system, only served to reinforce this notion of randomness. However, as Pater & Barlow (2002) demonstrate, the types of grammars attested are actually a restricted set of possible grammars. That is, the types of possible individual variation appear to be constrained.

Several decades ago Jakobson (1941/68) proposed that children would acquire the unmarked sounds of language first, and only later acquire the more marked segments (i.e., those less frequently attested in the world’s languages). Jakobson thought that those segments most commonly found crosslinguistically (e.g., /p/, /n/, and /a/) would be the easiest to perceive and produce, and would therefore be the first to be acquired. Although Jakobson’s claims have never been substantiated at the segmental level, markedness proposals for explaining developmental learning paths have
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received renewed attention with the advent of Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993). OT provides a framework for investigating linguistic structures in terms of constraint interactions rather than rules. This provides a means for addressing acquisition issues at higher levels of structure such as the syllable and the prosodic word, as well as the interaction between segments and these prosodic structures. For example, Demuth (1995, 1996a, 1996b) and Demuth & Fee (1995) showed that children’s early words take the unmarked form of a minimal word, or binary foot. Gnanadesikan (1996) showed that children’s first syllables take the unmarked form of core syllables, or CV, also exhibiting a preference for the least marked onsets (i.e., segments with the least sonority). Pater (1997) extended these findings, showing that, when children truncate early words containing an initial unstressed syllable, they have a tendency to preserve the consonant that is least marked (less sonorant) in onset position. Thus, although some children truncate *banana* to [bənə], others select the word-initial stop (the least marked onset) to fill the onset of their truncated form [bənə]. Thus, there is ample evidence that children at early stages of acquisition produce unmarked syllable and prosodic word structures, and that segments are included in this process.

During this time researchers also began to discover that children are sensitive to the high-frequency linguistic structures of the language(s) to which they are exposed. Some of these findings have come from the area of infant speech perception, where researchers have shown that English-learning infants are finely tuned to the statistics of the ambient language, showing an early sensitivity to high-frequency word structures (Jusczyk, Cutler & Rendanz, 1999; Morgan, 1996) and segmental contrasts (e.g., Anderson, Morgan & White 2003; Maye, Werker & Gerken, 2002). Other research has shown similar sensitivities in the early production. For example, Kirk & Demuth (2003) showed that English-learning children tend to acquire coda clusters before they acquire onset clusters. Coda clusters are much more frequent in English than onset clusters. Furthermore, the first coda clusters to be acquired are also the highest frequency stop + s,z clusters, as in *box* [bɒks]. In addition, metathesis errors turned the lower frequency s,z + stop clusters (e.g., *wasp* [wɔsp]) into the higher frequency stop + s,z clusters (e.g., [wɔps]). Thus, not only the course of language acquisition, but some of the errors made along the way, show an early preference for high frequency phonological structures in children’s productions. This runs counter to claims by Chomsky (1965) and Brown (1973) that frequency effects cannot explain the course of language development.

Early sensitivity to the frequency of phonological structures is also found crosslinguistically. For example, Spanish-learning children tend to acquire initial weak (unfooted) syllables several months before English-learning children. Conversely, English-learning children acquire coda consonants several months before Spanish-learning children (Demuth, 2001). Roark & Demuth (2000) showed that the earlier acquired structures in each language are much higher in frequency relative to other word and
syllable structures. Thus, children tend to produce higher-frequency syllable shapes and prosodic word shapes before they produce lower frequency prosodic structures.

Findings consistent with these claims are reported in Levelt, Schiller & Levelt’s (2000) study of Dutch-speaking children’s development of syllable structure. The syllable shapes that are highest in frequency are acquired first, and the syllable shapes that are lowest in frequency are acquired last. Interestingly, however, these children exhibited individual variation in the learning path when the frequency of two syllable structures was the same, some opting for increased complexity in the onset first (CCVC), and others exhibiting increased complexity in the coda first (CVCC). This suggests that we should expect to find individual variation when two comparable structures have equal frequency.

Note, however, that the first acquired and highest frequency syllable shapes in Dutch are also core syllables, or CV – the least marked syllable shape crosslinguistically. And, as one might expect, the last acquired and least frequent syllable structures were also the most marked, exhibiting consonant clusters in both onset and coda positions (CCVCC). Thus, the frequency of these different syllable shapes coincides with markedness. Although Levelt, et al. (2000) suggest that the Dutch children are sensitive to the frequency of different syllable shapes, perhaps they are also sensitive to the markedness of these syllables. Or, perhaps learning is facilitated when frequency and markedness coincide.

The Dutch findings raise several interesting questions for further research. First, they suggest that at least some forms of individual variation may arise where the frequency (or markedness) of related structures is equivalent. Second, they suggest that children’s phonologies may not be as unconstrained as Ferguson & Farewell (1975) proposed, but show a finite set of learning paths, where both markedness and frequency play a role. Markedness and frequency coincide in the Dutch data; what happens when they differ? Perhaps some learners are more sensitive to markedness, and others more sensitive to frequency. If so, this might account for some of the individual variation reported in children’s early grammars. The challenge, however, in testing this hypothesis, would be to identify a context where markedness and frequency do not coincide. One of the contexts where this occurs is that of English coda consonants. We turn to a discussion of these issues below.

2. The Markedness and Frequency of English Coda Consonants

The CV syllable is widely acknowledged to be the least marked syllable shape cross-linguistically (Clements & Keyser, 1983). Many languages do not permit codas (e.g., Sesotho, Hawaiian), and those that do also permit CV syllable structures (e.g., English). These crosslinguistic findings led Clements (1990) to propose that CV is the optimal syllable shape, where sonority rises sharply toward the peak (or nucleus) of the syllable, and falls minimally toward the end. That is, less sonorant
consonants are the least marked in onsets (cf. Gnanadesikan (1996) and Pater (1997) findings above), and more sonorant consonants are the least marked for codas. The Sonority Hierarchy, and the sonority of different consonants, are given in (1).

(1) Sonority Hierarchy (Ladefoged 1982)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glides</th>
<th>Liquids</th>
<th>Nasals</th>
<th>Fricatives</th>
<th>Stops</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>more sonorant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less marked codas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>less sonorant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more marked codas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Languages that permit codas often restrict them to sonorant consonants (e.g., Japanese allows only nasal codas), whereas languages that allow less sonorant consonants tend to also allow more sonorant consonants (e.g., English allows all sonority categories in codas). The handling of loan-words in languages with a restricted set of codas provides additional evidence that these syllable-based sonority constraints are non-accidental. For example, in the Beijing dialect of Chinese, in which only /r/, /n/, and /ŋ/ are allowed in coda position, less sonorant codas in loanwords are resyllabified as onsets to a following syllable (Blevins, 1995). Thus, sonorant codas are the least marked (most widely attested) coda type cross-linguistically. Furthermore, there is an implicational hierarchy whereby those languages that permit the most marked/least sonorant codas (i.e., stops) will also permit less marked/more sonorant codas (e.g., liquids, nasals), as in English.

Since English permits coda consonants at all points along the sonority hierarchy, we were interested to see how frequent each of these coda types were, and if sonority/markedness and frequency would differ. To determine the frequency of the different English coda consonant types that a typical English-learning child would hear, we examined coda consonants in a sample of child-directed speech. This included 284,976 word tokens drawn from the Adam, Eve and Sarah files on the CHILDES database (MacWhinney, 1995), and 136,214 word tokens of child-directed speech from our own corpora. The adult speech samples were spoken to children between the ages of 0;11.25 and 5;1.6, and were written orthographically. All words containing singleton codas in final stressed position were then extracted, phoneticized using the Carnegie Mellon North American English pronouncing dictionary, and categorized by sonority. This resulted in 184,220 words with final codas in stressed syllables, where affricates comprised only 0.95% of all codas, liquids, nasals, and fricatives comprised 18.65%, 16.30%, and 20.78% of codas respectively, and stops comprised 43.31% of codas. Stops are therefore the most frequent type of word-final coda in English child-directed speech (see Figure 1).

Stop codas are marked cross-linguistically, and yet these are the most frequent coda type in English child-directed speech. Thus, English stop codas are a case where markedness and frequency conflict. English coda consonants therefore provide an ideal test ground for determining
learnability preferences: if learners are sensitive to markedness, they should acquire more sonorant consonants before stops. However, if learners are sensitive to frequency, they should acquire stop codas before more sonorant codas. In the next section we turn to the acquisition data, examining two English-speaking children’s development of coda consonants.

3. The Study

This study analyzed longitudinal spontaneous speech samples collected from two children from southern Massachusetts and Rhode Island, Child N (a girl) and Child W (a boy). Each child was audio and video recorded every two weeks for one hour in the home while interacting with their parents. The recordings for this study were drawn from the onset of the children’s first words until the reliable production of coda consonants (i.e., over 80% target codas produced in three or more consecutive sessions). Child N’s sessions therefore ranged from age 1;1.10 to 1;4.25, and Child W’s sessions from age 1;4.10 to 1;11.14. Recordings were phonetically transcribed in CHAT format (cf., MacWhinney, 1995).

From these speech samples, target words containing singleton codas in word-final stressed positions were extracted and examined. Since liquid codas are generally acquired late, and the children in this study were exposed to an r-less dialect, we decided to omit liquid codas from the study. Affricate coda targets were extremely rare (cf. the low frequency of adult affricate coda targets in Figure 1); we therefore also omitted affricates from the study.

Our analysis then examined the children’s acquisition of nasal, fricative, and stop codas in word-final stressed syllables. During the period examined Child N targeted 1115 codas (including 22 plural morphemes), and Child W targeted 629 (including 12 plural morphemes and a copula). Any session with less than 15 tokens was collapsed with the following
session, resulting in a range of 16 to 259 codas per session. A coda was counted as correctly produced if it was realized identically to the target \((\text{dog} > [\text{d} \text{Ag}])\) (64% of the data), or as a consonant of the same sonority class \((\text{dog} > [\text{d} \text{d}])\) (10% of the data). This was done to control for possible problems of place or voicing, and to address any issues of segmental gaps. Codas were counted as incorrectly produced if they were deleted \((\text{dog} > [\text{d}])\) (20% of the data), or substituted with a consonant of a different sonority class \((\text{dog} > [\text{dAN}])\) (6% of the data).

Consider Child N’s coda productions in Figure 2. From the age of 1;2.23 onwards, Child N correctly produced over 80% of targeted stop codas. Two weeks later (1;3.7) she began to produce nasal codas. She did not produce fricatives with over 80% accuracy until a week after that (1;3.12), and was still not producing nasal codas consistently two months later (i.e., with over 80% accuracy in three consecutive sessions). Thus, Child N acquired stop codas first, showing a strong preference for frequency over markedness. In contrast, she showed variability with respect to the acquisition of the less marked fricative and nasal codas, nasals appearing first, but reaching criterion later. Recall that the frequency of these two coda types is almost the same (cf. Figure 1), exactly the context where we predicted variability.

![Figure 2. Child N’s production of word-final stressed coda consonants.](image)

Child W’s course of coda acquisition is less obvious, but he clearly demonstrates a different pattern of development from Child N (Figure 3). His production of nasal and fricative codas increases during the first three sessions. This contrasts with his production of stop codas, which do not increase until the fourth session, two months later (1;6.17). By 1;7.17 both nasals and fricatives are consistently produced at above 80% in accuracy. In contrast, his stops continue to show variability. Child W is therefore less
sensitive to the frequency of coda types than Child N, showing an earlier preference for less marked nasal and fricative codas.

Figure 3. Child W’s production of word-final stressed coda consonants.

Could these apparent differences in learning strategies be merely an artifact of the particular lexical items the child was attempting during these sessions? If so, we might expect to find many stop codas in Child N’s targets, but fewer stop codas attempted by Child W. However, this is not the case: both children’s attempted stop codas constituted 48-49% of their attempted coda targets – very similar to the attested frequency of stop codas in child-directed speech (Figure 1). Further post-hoc analyses of the data suggest that type/token effects also played little role in influencing the results. In one analysis we controlled for type by weighting each target word (type) equally, regardless of the number of times it was attempted in a session. Thus, if a child attempted a target once and produced it, that the accuracy for that target would be weighted as 1/1, while if a child attempted a target twice and produced it only once, the accuracy for that target accuracy would be 1/2. This analysis produced results very similar to those in Figures 2 and 3. We then considered possible input effects by examining the child-directed speech for each child. This included 12,631 words with final codas for Child N, and 13,561 for Child W. There were no significant differences in the frequency of input coda types for the two children. Thus, neither lexical effects in the input nor in the child’s attempted targets can account for the different developmental patterns found.

In a second analysis we looked at the children’s onsets consonants to determine if their coda acquisition patterns might be due to different abilities with different classes of segments. However, there were no restrictions on onsets produced, suggesting that the sonority effects found in this study were coda-specific. This also bears on representational issues:
Goad & Brannen (2003) suggest that final consonants in English may actually be syllabified as onsets to empty-headed nuclei. This hypothesis makes two predictions: 1) that codas will exhibit restricted sonority profiles, whereas word-final onsets will not (e.g., French), and 2) word-final codas will be acquired piecemeal, whereas word-final onsets should all be acquired at the same time (e.g., Rose, 2000). It therefore appears that the word-final consonants in our study are codas, and not onsets to empty-headed syllables.

In sum, Child N showed an early preference for frequent rather than unmarked codas, and Child W showed the reverse, indicating two different types of language learning strategies. Other factors, such as possible lexical, segmental, and representational explanations of the data cannot account for these different patterns of development. Thus, some of the individual variation reported in the literature may be due to different learning strategies of this type. In the following section we discuss some of the theoretical implications of these findings.

4. Discussion

In the foregoing section we showed that Child N and Child W display two different strategies in acquiring English coda consonants: Child N is sensitive to frequency, whereas Child W is sensitive to markedness. This difference in learning strategies has significant implications for our understanding of how language is learned, explaining some of the individual variation across children, as well as variability in the productions of a single child. However, the possibility that different children might exhibit different ‘learning algorithms’ raises several learnability questions.

First, what does it mean to prefer frequency over markedness? Much of the recent acquisition of phonology literature has suggested that children’s initial production (and perceptual) grammars have markedness constraints ranked more highly than faithfulness constraints (Markedness >> Faithfulness) (cf. Demuth, 1995; Gnanadesikan, 1996; Pater, 1997; Smolensky, Davidson & Jusczyk, in press). That is, children’s early perceptual preferences and productions are not necessarily faithful to the target form. Thus, some learners seem to permit target inappropriate outputs for several years. As Roark & Demuth (2000) show, this can happen even when a particular (syllable, word) structure occurs with some non-trivial frequency (e.g., Spanish coda consonants occur on 25% of syllables, yet are acquired much later than English codas, often only after the age of 2) (e.g., Lleó, 2003). Thus, some children persist in being unfaithful to the target for extended periods of time. However, the fact that coda consonants are much more frequent in English (occurring on 60% of all syllables), and are also acquired earlier than in Spanish, suggests that language learners quickly become faithful to the high-frequency structures of the language to which they are exposed. The early mapping high frequency structures into early output forms can be thought of as being more faithful, showing fewer constraint violations. We can therefore recast the different learning strategies
of the two children in this study in terms of the following constraint rankings, where Child N demoted frequently violated constraints first, and Child W demoted the least marked constraints first:

(2) Two different learning paths/constraint rankings

- **Child N:** Frequency: *nas/coda, *fric/coda >> *obstr/coda
- **Child W:** Markedness: *obstr/coda >> *fric/coda >> *nas/coda

As we study additional children we may discover that more are faithful to higher-frequency structures earlier than originally thought. Child N seems to be one of the children, acquiring most of her coda consonants by age of 1.2.24. (See also Salidis & Johnson’s (1997) study of a child who produced coda consonants along with his first words at 10 months).

If children do have different learning strategies, we might expect to see evidence of this at different levels of linguistic structure. This raises a host of research questions. For example, will language learners who show early sensitivity to frequency effects in one linguistic domain (e.g., syllable structure) also show this in other domains (e.g., prosodic word structures)? Or will frequency effects only occur in contexts where there is a certain frequency threshold? Obviously these issues will need to be examined more closely after identifying those linguistic structures where frequency and markedness do not coincide.

The variable ranking of markedness and frequency/faithfulness constraints will obviously not handle all forms of individual variation. However, careful analysis of the actual input individual children hear may provide further support for the importance of frequency effects on children’s early outputs. For example, Wijnen, Kirkhaar & Den Os (1994) suggested that early individual variation in the word shapes two Dutch-speaking children used (e.g. CVC versus CVCC) might have been due to different input frequency: one of the mothers apparently used many more diminutives, resulting in a greater number of CVCC words in the input that particular child heard. Thus, although children’s grammars may have a tendency to exhibit unmarked structures early in acquisition, this might be attenuated to the extent that more marked structures are more frequent, as we have shown here. Alternatively, it may often be the case that unmarked structures are also the most frequent (e.g. prosodic words as binary feet in English), resulting in early and stable acquisition patterns across learners (e.g., Demuth 1996b).

5. Conclusion

This study examined the early stages of word-final coda consonant acquisition in two English-speaking children between the ages of 1 and 2. It found that one child acquired the more marked but more frequent stop codas first, whereas the other child acquired the less marked but also less frequent nasal and fricative codas first. Taken together, these findings suggest that
both markedness and frequency may play a role in determining the course of language development, but also that some children may be more frequency-based learners, and others may be more markedness-based learners. These findings also predict that acquisition should proceed quickly and show less individual variation when unmarked structures are extremely frequent. Some independent evidence for this later claim comes from the study of adult speech production errors (e.g., Goldrick, 2002). This raises questions about the role of frequency and markedness in both developing and mature grammars. Further research will be needed to determine the nature of the statistics different learners use in different linguistic domains (Boersma & Hayes, 2001; Boersma & Levelt, 1999; Goldwater & Johnson, 2003), and the potential impact this has on their developing grammatical systems.
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